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Abstract 

Housing is a necessary residence for normal person, and real estate investment is an 
essential section of  investment approaches, which has made great contributions to the 
increase of China&apos;s economy and investment. It is a hot spot in China&apos;s 
economy, as well. Nevertheless , the case of uncompleted buildings in real estate 
investment is growing increasingly, which not only brings difficulties to the stable life of 
the residents, but also brings great property losses to some investors, resulting in social 
instability. From some aspects, this dissertation discusses the factors for the existence of 
uncompleted buildings, and comes up with relevant measures from the perspective of 
government and investors. 
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1. Introduction 

Real estate is not only to provide housing for residents, but also an important means of making 
money and speculation[1] In the 1990s, this approach of making money benefited much to the 
development of China’s economy. It helped our nation’s economy through the low period of 
1989-1990 and achieved considerable outcome in 1992-1994.In these years, China&apos;s 
GDP improvement has surpassed 10%, with investment growth accounting for more than 
30%[2] In this considerable success, making money through house has dedicated a lot, especially 
from 1990 to 1993, its proportion rose from less than 6% to 15%.In 1997, affected by the Asian 
financial crisis, the economic system suffered a certain impact. In order to stimulate the 
economy, the country enhanced and alternated the reform approaches of city’s living system in 
the second year, adopted motivational and stimulative strategies, and proposed to vigorously 
develop housing construction, making it a new economic increase factor to promote economy[3] 
In the following years, the building of house, especially the benefited much to reducing the 
impact of the crisis of finance and promoting the improvement of the national economy.Since 
the 21st century, this way of making money has accelerated growth, and its weight in the total 
whole part is still rising.In addition to dedicating too much to economy, it also absorbed labor 
force and promoting employment.Nevertheless, with the fast increase of house building, the 
situation of "uncompleted residential buildings" also appears"Uncompleted building" refers to 
the project that the real estate investors stop work due to planning, technology, capital and 
other factors after obtaining the construction permit and starting the construction, or fail to 
complete the construction more than a certain period of time beyond the expected completion 
time[4] The famous uncompleted buildings in China include: Australian villa in Huangpu District, 
Guangzhou; harbor city in Wangfujing, Beijing; golden land building in Lujiazui, Shanghai, 
etc.The existence of uncompleted residential buildings not only takes up valuable land 
resources, brings difficulties to residents&apos; life, but also causes financial losses for real 
estate investors. 
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2. Analysis on the formation of uncompleted residential buildings 

The appearance of uncompleted residential buildings is the consequence of many items, 
containing the macro reasons: political environment,international environment, economic 
environment,  etc;It also includes investors themselves, consumer psychology and other micro 
factors. 

2.1. Macro factor analysis 

1.Political environment 

In the early days, the examination and approval system of land use and real estate projects was 
not perfect, so it was relatively simple to apply for real estate projects.Therefore, many real 
estate investors only need to reap the agreement of the official department and get the 
associated proof to get the right to build houses, which provides an opportunity for speculation 
in real estate and land.At the same time, in the 1990s, the political system in remote areas such 
as Hainan was not sound, and there were many corruption phenomena.Real estate investors 
can easily obtain the right to use the land and carry out housing speculation through power 
money transaction. 

2.Economic environment 

In the 90s, China&apos;s macro-economic policies were not yet tight, and the money supply 
was relatively loose.At this time, the risk of land speculation of real estate investors is relatively 
small. They can acquire a lot of money to build houses , and use the money to repay the principal 
and interest after the house is completed to obtain benefits.In this case, someone remarked on 
investing blindly, speculation land, speculation projects.Whereas at the later stage, the 
government carried out policy control on the macro-economy, reduced bank loans, and 
implemented tight monetary policy.As a consequence, bringing the reduction of credit funds, 
the fracture of the financial chain of people spending money. The failure of follow-up funds in 
the later stage of housing construction, which eventually led to the failure. 

3.international environment  

The changing international financial environment in the s brought financial risks to real estate 
investors.For example, a huge financial crisis happened in 1997. It is a relatively rare financial 
crisis with a larger scope and degree of influence[5] It has a huge impact on the financial system 
of East Asia. Mainland enterprises have difficulties in financing. Many real estate developers 
have been bankrupted, and projects has been interrupted, resulting in the appearance of 
uncompleted houses.The uncompleted residential buildings in some areas of Shanghai were 
formed in this period. 

2.2. Micro factor analysis 

1.Inaccurate market positioning of investors 

Many real estate investors make blind investment in the early stage, and do not consider the 
location of building and commercial location, resulting in a gloomy sales prospect[6] When 
investors invest in real estate, they do not make clear the orientation, such as building living 
houses in business areas.In the later stage of construction, investors have to change the use of 
real estate to match the geographical location and surrounding environment.This will require 
more investment, and even cause construction interruption. 

2.The quality of real estate construction is poor 

In order to save costs and obtain greater benefits, investors often use low-cost raw materials 
and poor construction technology, which makes the quality of the completed real estate often 
not up to standard.As government system completes increasingly, the inspection system of 
building house become rigid. Many real estate can not pass the standard, so they can only be 
demolished and rebuilt. 
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3.The debt problem of investors themselves 

Investment itself has great risk, investors may face financial crisis at any time.When investors 
have serious debt problems and lack of funds, their investment in real estate construction has 
to stop.If the capital can not be turned over for a long time, the real estate construction will be 
shut down and become uncompleted buildings. 

3. Solutions to uncompleted buildings 

The existence of uncompleted residential buildings not only brings financial burden to 
investors, but also affects the normal living life of house buyers. It also causes the unnecessary 
occupation of land and affects the appearance of the city.Uncompleted residential buildings 
have become an immediate situation to be dealt by the official department.However, the 
problem of uncompleted residential buildings can not be eradicated only by the government or 
individuals. People from the whole society need to reach a consensus to cope with the trouble 
and give further play to the value of uncompleted residential buildings. 

3.1. Government level 

1.Improve the associated systems and items  

The government needs to improve the procedures for real estate investors to apply for 
investment projects and land use rights through legislation, so as to raise the threshold of 
project application.When the investors apply, the government needs to carefully review the 
relevant capital status and credit status of investors to prevent the interruption of construction 
caused by the rupture of money.At the same time, in the process of building, the department 
needs to send special personnel to review the situation of building, increase the essence of that, 
and avoid investors cutting corners. 

2.Implement reasonable fiscal and economic policies 

The local department should take a reasonable way to promote regional economy, rather than 
excessive house, the appearance of "land finance",bringing excessive money imputing.At the 
same time, in the face of overheated investment, we should take a relatively tight fiscal policy 
to cool investment.For the later due to the rupture of the capital chain leading to the real estate 
uncompleted investors to give some policy help. 

3.Reform bank&apos;s deposit and loan business 

Banks should increase the review of real estate investors&apos; loans and lend funds to 
investors who are able to repay.For those investors who are unable to repay their debts or 
attempt to speculate in real estate with bank loans in the future, banks should reduce capital 
lending. 

4.Stabilize the economic atmosphere and increase the control of the house market 

Many real estate uncompleted buildings are produced under the impact of the international 
financial crisis.The government should play its influence, stabilize the monetary lending system, 
and serve a superb economic atmosphere for the healthy improvement. 

5.Encourage and support enterprises to take over uncompleted buildings and transform them 

The government can set up a leading group to deal with uncompleted buildings, provide 
relevant preferential policies, encourage competent enterprises to invest, digest and take over 
uncompleted building projects, and coordinate and deal with the contradictions and relations 
between banks and other creditors[7] The existence of uncompleted buildings has affected the 
further development of the city. If the uncompleted buildings are directly demolished, there 
will be a waste of resources and funds. The government should encourage the reinvestment 
and transformation of uncompleted buildings, so as to further play its value on the original 
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basis.To this end, the department can serve more efficient strategies to offer subsidy for that 
take over uncompleted buildings. 

6.Improve the associated laws to maintain the profit of house buyers 

The emergence of uncompleted residential buildings is a serious infringement on the interests 
of buyers, and also has a bad influence on the society.The department needs to rectify the 
corresponding laws and regulations to reduce the loss of home buyers[8] 

3.2. Investor level 

1.Rational investment based on self property evaluation 

Investors should accurately evaluate their own property before investment, and judge whether 
they can support the development of real estate on the basis of their own property and bank 
loans, so as to avoid blind investment in real estate speculation.In addition, investors should 
obtain more capital sources outside bank loans to avoid the fracture of capital chain caused by 
macro-control. 

2.Fully investigate the market and define the positioning 

Before investment, people should conduct sufficient market research to understand the needs 
of consumers and the location and surrounding atmosphere .After investigating the 
geographical location, according to their own investment planning to choose reasonable land 
for investment, innovation, further meet the needs of consumers, increase sales. 

3.Scientific planning and construction 

Investors should employ high-quality design team to scientifically design the housing 
construction to avoid mistakes in the construction.At the same time, it is important to maintain 
the project quality when making houses to guard the profit of living people and the final 
government examination[9] 

4.Take over the uncompleted buildings for reconstruction 

Investors can invest in uncompleted residential buildings and rebuild on the original basis 
without taking time to cultivate the market[10] some uncompleted buildings have superior 
location, infrastructure provided by the government, so investors will save more costs when 
they invest in them than when they buy new land again for construction.At the same time, the 
current shortage of national land resources, investors want to obtain superior geographical 
location of land resources is very difficult, reinvestment uncompleted building is a good choice. 

Investors can choose the mode of equity acquisition and the transfer of projects according to 
their own conditions.We should focus on the risk of creditor&apos;s rights and debt, be alert to 
the real debt and illegal financing behavior of investors in uncompleted residential buildings, 
so as to avoid disputes.When signing a contract, we need a professional legal team to review 
the terms, clarify the responsibility, and the contractual association with the government and 
buyers.At the same time, we need to judge the cost, clarify the relationship between land and 
so on, and go through the relevant procedures. 

4. Summary 

In the final analysis, uncompleted residential buildings are the product of imperfect political 
and economic system and wrong judgment of investors. With the completion of national system, 
sound laws and regulations and rational investment of investors, the probability of 
uncompleted residential buildings is becoming smaller and smaller.However, the uncompleted 
buildings caused in the past are still thorny and urgent situation to be coped with in the 
progress of urban area.The government, financial institutions and investors should work 
together to form an organic cycle.As for the revitalization of uncompleted residential buildings, 
we should strengthen supervision and control to avoid repeating the same mistakes. 
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